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First day/week in school 

Key challenges faced by the new (newcomer/refugee student): 

• The physical layout of the school: too many doors, stairwells and hallways that can be confusing 
when navigating the space. 

• The use of equipment, such as vending machines, computers, labs, musical instruments, etc. is 
challenging and frustrating as well as embarrassing for the newcomer student to show that they 
don’t know how to use them.  

• The activities during recess, including typical Canadian games such as hockey (or grass/street 
hockey) can be intimidating if one does not understand the rules of the game and may be even 
frightening because of the long sticks that can look like “weapons”.  

• Although all cultures have games with balls, the formal rules of basketball required for a game in 
the gym may be unfamiliar to newcomer students and may result in conflicts with other players.  

• Since nonverbal behaviors are used extensively in the first few months of the year while the 
newcomer students are learning English, their interpretation is culturally bound and can lead to 
misunderstanding; non-verbal behaviors are not universal. 



Shool/clasroom strategies to help overcome these challenges: 

• Personalize the door for each classroom including a sign in several language spoken by the 
children in that class. 

• Accompany the new (refugee) student to the classroom and introduce him/her to the students. 
• Have manipulatives, art and natural materials in the classroom for all students to use and make 

sure that  the refugee students have permission to use them  for a project of their choice. 
• Make sure that all students know how to get to  the bathroom, cafeteria, music room, gym or any 

other learning or social space. 
• Attempt to pair a new student with someone from the same  cultural and linguistic background to 

show him/her to use equipment and facilities (bathroom, soap despisers, vending machines, 
computers, music instruments, etc.) 

• Translate the rules of the games most commonly played in both the playground and the gym in 
several language (Google translator is pretty useful in simple translations!) 

• Provide disposable cameras for students to “document” what they find challenging in your school 
and create visual narratives to share among all students.  

 
Establish Routines 

• School rules such as the timetable and differentiation of space aim not only at 
determining the location of a particular student, individually or in cohorts, at any given 
time (the ‘time-space path), but also at determining the correct kind of embodiment 
acceptable at that place and time (the ‘curriculum of the body’).  

• For a newcomer student, learning the routine means re-configuring the time-space 
orientation to the world and re-training their bodies to behave within this new world 
according to a brand new set of expectations.  

 School/clasroom strategies: 
 

• Use visuals to communicate expectations 
• Model routines 
• Have a plan for the lunch break/recess and use visuals for available choices  
• Minimize changes in daily routines 
• Explain and practice breaks in routines (e.g., Fire Drills, Gym, Music classes) 
• Create lunch-time clubs that do not rely only on languagesuch as  photo and art clubs 
• Provide disposable cameras for students to “document” what routine they find challenging in 

your school and create visual narratives to share among all students.  
 
 Possible discussion questions: 

• What strategies to help students navigate the space in the school and to learn the 
school/classroom  routines  have you used in the past?  What new strategies are you planning to 
implement? 

• What aspect of your work during the first week/month of school do you find most challenging 
and why? 

 

 


